Lan˙guage(s)
/ˈlaNGɡwij/
noun

1. The method of human communication, either spoken
or written, consisting of the use of words in a structured
and conventional way.
2. The system of communication used by a particular
community or country.

Learning about others in an attempt to learn about myself.

“

C

ode switching is a learned habit of altering one’s diction
(?) to be properly framed in their surroundings. Yeah… sure
that makes sense I think. Code switching isn’t another version of
yourself, it is vital to the act of code switching to still be yourself
afterwards/during; you should be as honest to yourself as possibly
at all times.
At most in how I talk, I try to maintain my appearance where
ever I go, and maybe my body language as well actually. I try
to maintain the same habits and communications (demeanor?)
because I feel like code switching is a reaction of how people
feel like they are being judged, and

I just try to ignore the
judgement that people put
upon me, I just try to be myself as much as possible
no matter what I’m wearing, no matter what I am doing, no
matter what I am saying, or talking about, because I am more
than just my appearance on the outside.

–Rashad

”

“

Especially being a black woman in America I
am expected to act ghetto, or unprofessional,
a specific certain way, and it’s

only fake
when you do it to use people or
manipulate them, because you know if

you talk to a certain person one way, and another
person another way you know you’re going to get
a different reaction out of them.

-Majiyah

”

I

am a perfectionist and very ambitious so I try to out myself out there, but as a psych major, it’s a
very white woman dominated field, and I’m black and gay, and not subtly gay, so I can’t pretend
to not be. So, there are a lot of times where I feel like I have to be careful about what I wear to
things, without steming from who I am, or I am very careful about my word choice.
I feel like sometimes when I talk to white people I general, but specifically white women I have to
completely turn on my softer non-threatening approach. Its [often] awkward when I’m in situations.
[and I have to do that.]
I have a professor and how she talks to me versus how she talks to the girls next to me is very
different. How she approaches [me and my friends] is very different, and its [crazy] because it’s a
class where I know so much about it, like when she brings up an example I already know it, and
I’m the only person in the class who ever does because psych is something that I knew I liked before
I even knew what I liked. So, when I am like yeah, I know this, this stuff is so interesting to me,
I’m kind of brushed to the side. And she never really tells me why she grades me different or why
she approaches me different because I asked her about it, and she was just like “There’s just other
factors…” And sometimes I feel like that’s it, but other times it’s like [thats really not it…] That’s
when I feel like I’m not taken seriously or my intelligence is downplayed vs. other times I feel like
I’m treated like a spectacle, “Oh, She’s black and she’s gay she’s both of our diversity aspects! I
think I should listen to her!”
...
[It’s] not all of the time, but I feel like people are more sensitive about how they approach me. And
I hear the word “inclusive” a lot when I talk to a lot of staff on this campus, when it has nothing to
do with what we are talking about… sometimes I feel like it always goes there.
Because this was such a problem I had a meeting with ... about how segregated this campus is, and I
feel like people recognize it, so they are overcompensating, but not really doing anything about it. …
With some people its subconscious and I think because she knows there is so much bullshit going on
that she’s like okay let me be the one that’s like good... I was [thinking} man I don’t know if you’re
really [serious] about it or like … but there is a difference because I consider ... to be aware, and I
consider my professor to be woke, and there is a difference. She literally talks to everyone the same,
like if I share an experience she’s like, “Thank you for that perspective because I don’t really know
what that’s like.” And it’s not like an overly [exaggerated], “OMG thank you we just don’t get any
of that” She’s just like, “Wow, True.” And moves on. And I feel like ... would be like, “Well, all of
your feelings need to be heard…” [It’s like ok, but you’re not saying that to the white kid …]

“

... about how segregated this campus is,
and I feel like people recognize it, so they
are overcompensating,

but not
really doing anything about it.

-Lauren

”

To answer my own question, I change the language of my hair more than anything else.
As a black women I feel that my hair and how I present my hair is important. I won’t speak
for all black women when I say this, but in my opinion my hair says a lot about me. Most
importantly to me it’s a big part of how I take care of myself. It’s a way of my being honest
with myself. I can’t really explain that, sorry. And personally while not caring if others like
my hair or not it’s a way that I control how others judge me. Because they will and do judge
me whether they say they do or not.
It’s more than just hair. Period. And I know that because if it were “just hair” there wouldn’t
be so much commotion about it. And other communities wouldn’t feel such a threat from my
hair. At least I feel they feel threatened.. And whether you believe that or not is simply not
my business, but I wonder why other communities feel so strongly about something that isn’t
even on their own head..
I had a job interview today, and I was a bit self-conscious because I hadn’t changed my hair
from my regular going about style and I knew I was being interviewed by an middle-aged
white man. I was worried that I wasn’t professional enough based on the standards that
society says my hair needs to have when in the workplace. I think it’s a little sad that I felt
that way.
Through day to day life I think I am identified most, besides being black, by my hair. I am
most often asked about my hair. No matter if a black person or a white people asks the same
thing about my hair, being honest my answer will vary by whoever asks. I find white people
being more curious than anything else, and black people wanting to know more specifics like
what products I used or could I do theirs like mine. Idk I think it’s interesting the difference.
I take a lot of pride in my hair, and it makes me very conscious about when and why I
change it. I want to make sure that I am not changing my hair for someone or something
that shouldn’t have any bearing on what my head looks like. But I am sure that I’ve decided
to switch hair languages for reasons that I shouldn’t have in order to assimilate or feel more
comfortable in a situation. Why should I change myself to be more comfortable? Why aren’t
environments more welcoming and kind? Why do certain people make me uncomfortable
about things that are as natural about me as anything else?
Just my thoughts..

“

know that because if it were “just

”

hair” there
wouldn’t be so much commotion about it.

-Emani

This project really opened my eyes to the way we all see each other. Both the intentional
and unintentional things we do when we interact with people from different communities.
I’d like to continue the conversation about code switching and open more doors between
communities. Maybe bridge even a little of the gap between languages. I learned that
language is much more than what we speak and how our bodies react to situations. It’s
simply and unsimply how we communicate with each other beyond the words.
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